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ODD ON

Project S.P.I.C.E. (lpecial Partnership In Carom' Education)

conceived as a means of providing career awareness information

to intermediate aged educable mentally handicapped students. Six

modules have been developed for the Project S.P.I.C.E. curriculum.

These six modules are designed to meet the following elements of

the National Standard Career Education Model:-

I. Career Awareness

2. Educational Awareness

3. Economic Awareness

4. Beginning Competency

S. Decision Making

6. Employability Skills

7. Self Awareness

8. Attitudes and Apprec

ix modules are entitled:

1. Self Awareness (Standard 7)

Career /Educational Awareness (Standards i

3. Decision Making (Standards 4, 5)

Economic Awes= ss Standard 3)

Employability Skills (Standard 6)

6. Rights al.d Responsibilities (Standard 8)

Each module follows the same format: an overview and an

activities sdction.



e overview includes: Module Objective; Student Performance

Objectives; Module Organization; Module Utilization; Assessing

Student Activities.

Following the overview are the activities for the module.

The directions in the overview inform you of any necessary,

additional materials needed for the completion of the module.

Also estimated time spans are included to help you decide how

the materials could be used in the classroom.

The modules are not intended to be strict rules for imp!

ng a program, rather they are to bs consider-1d as guide-

lines and suggestions. You should feel free to sitar, add,

exclude, or ignore any of the activities included in the module

Materials for the Project S.P.I.C.E. Curti vlqm include:

1. Original materials designed by Project

personnel and teachers.

2. Materials adapted from The Valuing Approach to

Career Education,3-5 Setimpublished by

Education Achievement Corporation.

Materials from the State of Florida, Department

of Education, Division of Vocational Education,

Employability Ski lls Series.

4. Commercially produced materials from:

Walt Disney Productions

'Society for Visual Education

McDonald's Corporation



'ire career awareness program you establish for your students

must meet their needs, just as Project S.P.I.C.E. met the needs of

our students. Remember, Project S.P. C.E. is not a curriculum

you introduce in place of an existing program. but more importantly,

an integration into your on-going curriculum.

Welcome to Project S.P.I.C.E. We hope you find it exciting

and successful as we have



OVERVIEW

MODULE OBJECTIVE

The student will demonstrate the ability to apply information an

values to the process of making decisions the selection of

occupations and be able to demonstrate selected skills in the

successful porforname of each occupation.

OBJECTIVES

1 be able to:

1. List two kinds of information about self to u
deciding on an occupation.

2. List two ways to find out about his abilltias, interests,

work preferences and values_

List two SOOT types of job inforation to col

deciding on an occupation.

4. List two ways to find out about a specific occupation.

S. Select three occupations for skill dove opment.

6. Name and demonstrate three skills required for

occupation selected.

TION

e is designed to help the student

of obtaining taproot on about self and occupations in ord deci-

ions about entering the world of work. Throughout this learning period,

students will be making tentative occupational choices so that they can

bo in assessing themselves in relation to information about these occupa-

tions. The module is comprised of three units involving seven learning

activities.

identifying personal
They also discover how
themselves.

Uni Students explore means of obtaining information about

various jobs and occupations.,



Unit III: Students learn how to select an occupation and he

consequences of their selections.

and ii should be implemented at the begi

III can be dealt with throughout the program

the course of this module. peer interaction, c

of your pro

y career

nsultants and parental involvement should be Intertwined with all other

activitie

Map= UT1 LI ZATION

This module requires minimal preparation. All worksheets taken from

1aj_AL....jobilitSkillsSoosincti developed by the State

of Florida,C47artment of Education. Division of Vocational Education. are

provided in the module. You will need to reproduce the pages for your

students.

ASSESS NG STUDENT Ai IIivF NENT

Student achievement can be assessed in t ways: (A) by eve

the quality of each student's participation in the module and (B) adminis

tering the test at the end of this module.

(A) Students participate in a variety of 1

are intended to help students achieve one or

activities. all of

f the objectives,

you may establish performance criteria for each activity and evaluate

t achievement based on student's participation in the learning

act Informal review tests are provided for Units I and II.

may art to assess student performance on activities

410.

in Unit III. The vities in this unit involve the demonstration and

of asking a decision concerning an occupation and developing

skills for that occupation.



ROAM

CAA be measured in by the true alie teat provided at he end of

the module. Directions for test adninla'ration ire Included. An

answer key, and e table which relates each its on the test to he student

objective with which it is associa is also included.

of the objectives for this module



L Thinkin

Artivnit I: Personal item

KUM 11: GttFng In omit
About Yourself

MIKE P IL

UANH AC1IVITIIS

Discuss with the students infor .

aition concernins occupetions they
inov about and how they night pertorn

that oct+stion,

Introduce the concepts of

interests, work preferences and

values,

Neview ttulent responses on thatt

"I Can..." Atm and discuss how
that infornation can be used In

Itifttin an apprvptlate OtcupitiOri.

Assist Os students in coperini
their shilities with those necessary
In each occupation discussed.

Minim the tWoefft salf.
esoronnis and Its' *mitts in

idint decisions but a Mutt
gaps' tom

AtACAMAIIIIALS

Paps 34 No
Activity Pa

t "I

tkcvo iossi profiles in lh.1),Itt

t PIC!. WI Color lorist
t t

Went written profiles

Oc- Iknitook



ACTIVITY II: (Cont'd

N

ACTIVITY III: Identifyipg Your

Work Preferences

UNITA: Occupation Information

ACTIVITY I: Types of Information

MODULE PROFILE CONT D)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Have the- students read pages 7-11

to discover'Ways of finding out

about their abilities, interests,

work preferences and values.

Students complete activity pages

12-14

Provide t4e students with additional

insight into expanding their

work preferences.

RESOURCES/MATERI4S

Pages 7-11 in Choosing An Occupa-

tion

Activity pages 12-14

Activity Sheet pages 15.16

lelf-Test page 17

Introduce pages 18-20 in Choosin

An Occupation. Through rea ng t e e

pages the studentslill learn about

the types of information they should

have concerning various occupations.

Pages 21-22 are'activity pages for

the students to complete.

ACTIVITY II: How 0 Get Occupa-

tiohal Information

Introduce pages 24-28 in Chaosln

An Occupation: These pages suggest

a variety of ways to seek job infor-

' mation. Pages 29-33 available' for the

students to complete.

Pages 18-70 in choosing An

Occupation.

Activity pages 21-22

Self-Test page 23

Pages 24-28 in Choosing AA

Occupation

Activity Pages 2933

14
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UNIT III:. Selecting an Occupation

ACTIVITY I: Selection

ACTIVITY II: Skills

MODULE PROFILE (U r( D)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Ask the students to make a tentative

occupational choice.

Encourage the students to think about

the criteria for choosing an occupation

and encourage them to discuss their

choice and why they Selected it.

Once an occupation has been selected,

have the student make a checklist

of the basic skills necessary to .

enter that occupation.

Focus attention on the basic skills

and encourage the students to work

on the skills ,on their checklist,

Periodically review the checklists

to valuate individual progress.

RESOURCES/MATERIALS

Paper and pencil



LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Unit I

ng About Yourself_

Student Performance Objective: The student will be able to

1. List two kinds of information about self to use when deciding

on an occupation.

Activ.t

at two ways'to find out about his abilities, interests,

-k preferences and values.

Perional Traits

Introduce.this Activity by discussing With_ the students information

concerning occupations they know about. Ask students to lime Occupa-

tian.in which they are interested. Ask thim.to state what they know about

the occupation and .how they might- perform that occupition.

Explain to the students that they will; now begin'studying about

By having the students read pages 3-6 in Choosing An Occupation,

y will become familiar with the concepts, of abilities .interests,. Wink

ranee* and values. Use:this information to review
abilities,

aht the'' students,

'have listed on their "I Can..." Sheets, asking'questions such as "Do you-

have-enoughinformation aboUtyourielf to select that occupation?" "Do

you, feel that it is an appropriate oacupation.foryou?" etc.

From the students' "I Can.. Sheets (see,Self-AwarenessModule
Unit II) assist the students in comparing their.abiiities with *hose

necessary in each' occupation discussed.

Activit_ Two - Getting:Information About ourself'

The students are becoming aware of. need for more inform tion about

esselVev before making a tentative "decision aboitt',a ftiture oecupation.

.

Introduce:pages 7-14 in Choosing An Occupation. By'`reading these pages,

udents discover ways 'of-finding out about, their abilities, interests,

work preferences and values; Pages 1244,ari activity page, for the

udents to coiplete

Activity Tires Identifying Your Work Preferences

As students become aware of occupations in relation to their abilities,

interests,'work preferences and values, they can begin to make decisions as

to their.choice of several-realistic occupational 'areas. To provide students

with additional insight into expanding their:work preferences;-distribute

ActivitY'Sheetlk1S, 16. Students will become familiar with the process of

critically viewing an occupation in terms of their work preferences.



Unit I

Occupation Info

Performance Objective: The stn be able to:

List two major types of job information to collect befog

deciding on an occupation.

2. List two ways to find out about a specific occupation.

Activity One s Types of InforTation

Students are now aware'of how to obtain information about themselves

and are ready to begin the process of making decisions concerning an occupa-

tion. Introduce to the students pages l8'23 in Choosing An Occupation.

From these pages'students will learn atout,the types-of information they

should have concerning various occupations. Also included are two activity

pages,for the students to complete.

Activity Two - How To _'let Occupational Information

out the program, the alking with community'

career consultants and obtaining o tion about various occupations,
Community Career Consultants are an 'excellent source of informatiOn.

However, during the.course of your program you will not be able to expose

the students to every occupation that is available. They must be able to

know where they can obtain more comprehensive views of the world of work.

Introduce the students to pages 24-33 in ChoosingAn Occupation. Within

these pages, students will discover a variety of gays to .obtain job infor-

mation. One activity page is.available for the,students to complete.



Unit II_

Selecting An Occupation

St- t Performance ctive; The student will be able to:

Select three occupations for skin development.

2. Name and demonstrate three skills r

selected.

Activity e 7 Selection-

,

students have learned the basics of occupation selection. Ask

the students to make a tentative occupational. choice. Stress tentative

Choice.: Encourage students to think about the criteria for Choosing ail-

BEErsiition,and'ask them to discuss their tentative choice and-why they

selected ;it.

d for each occupation

Ac vi Skills

Once an occupation has been selected,,students must develop skills.

that would be necessary to enter that occupation. By visiting and talking

with a consultant, students can obtain a first-hand look at the necessary

skills that can be learned now. This may involve an academic skill such

as reading a paragraph, adding a column of numbers, following oral instruc-

tions,Itc. The student should focus attention on the basiat skills not

the toical skills at this time Have the students make a skills check-

list, and encourage the students to work on the skills on their checklist.

Periodically review their checklists and note progress made.

19
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CNN SING AN OCCUPAT ON

Your parent's level of education is an important factor that
you should think about in choosing an occupation.

TRUE FALSE

2. Your values are an important factor that you should think
about in choosing an occupation.

TRUE FALSE

Asking yourself questions is a good way to get information
about your own interests and abilities.

TRUE FALSE

Your horoscope is a good source of information about your
interests and abilities.

TRUE FALSE

5. Special licenses may be a requirement of a job.

TRUE FALSE

6. Chances for advancement are part of the information that
you should get on your future in the job.

TRUE FALSE

Looking at product ads in a magazine is a good way.to get
information about job descriptions, requirements and prospects.

TRUE FALSE

Watching television is a good way to get information about

job descriptions, requirements and futures.

TRUE FALSE

21



Test Administration

Pre-Test

By administering
t before using any

information conc
information necess

The test consists of eight (g) true -false statements.
Students may read the statement and circle the correct
answer. For those students unable to read the test, it may
be administered orally, with the student circling the answer.

Post-Test

The post -test sho
module. The posttest
Directions for adinist
for the pre-test.

d be given at the conclusion orthe
a identical to the pre-test.
ring the post test are the same as

Test Key

Mit tilt No. lt orresrAnswe

1 1 F
1 2 T

2 3 T
2 4 F
3 ,5

3 6 T
4 7

4
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AN OCCUPATION

Selected Pages from

CHOOSING AN OCCUPATION
PERSONAL FINANCES

G X

Developed by:

r Education Center
odds State University

pursuant to a contract with the State of Florida. Departiant of
Education, Division of Vocational Education.

Permission reprinting of
obtained from:

state of Florl
Department of Education
Division of Vocational E:d cation
Ralph D. Tunlington, Commissioner

has been

parentheses co
terial.

d to pages in the
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Your choice of an occupation is are of she
that you'll ever make. Before deciding on one
to think seriously about what occupations will ail ti
personal traits and work preferences.

You have your own special combine
and aptitudes (natural talents), plus
emu, and values. These abilities and
can make you really successful and happy in some occupa
tions. In other occupations, you may have to work much
harder to learn the requild skills or adlust to the working
conditions. That's why it's so Important to consider your per.
sorrel Inns when thinking about occupations.

Ms. LW rat 1.
of

44;11 .1
Da I intuni
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You need to find out as much as you can about different oc-
cupations. too. Some occupations require the skills and inter-
eats you have others don't. You may find some occupations
exciting, while others may bore you. If you take the time to ex
pion, them, you'll find some occupations that match you in
almost every way.

in learning more about the world of work. you'll hear the
words lab, come, and occupation used again and &gal& You
may wonder whether there's any difference between an wow
potion, a career, and a job.

In this unite the words occupation used to
mean the same thing. Both words cover the nd of
work you do to aim your living. Occupations can
Include manyjobs, all pf them in the same eaeulot l area.
For example, if you're a nurse, you may have a lob as a IMMO
In the Army, then later at a doctor's office, and after that at a 116
hospital. These sepafate nursing lobs are all within the area
of your occupation, or career, as a nurse.

As you can see, deciding on an occupation doesn't mean
choosing one Job to do the rest of your lifel When you choose
an occupation, you select a general area or kind of °work that
you'd like to do. Each job within that occupation won't be ex
actly the same, but they'll all have something In common
such as the interests shared by most workers in the area, the
need for certain skills or abilities, or the working conditions.





Thinking about You sel
Types of Information but Yourself

You're very specialyou're the only persOn in the world like

you So, you are the most important thing to think about when

you're choosing an occupation. Your special combination of

interests, abilities, work preferences, and values provides the

best source of information about you These items can tell

you what to look for in a career if you want to be happy and

really do a good job.

It's important to find out these kinds of information about
yoUrself belore you choose an occupation. If you don't, you

may end up in an occupation that .doesn't suit you. Look at

what these people have to say:

Kelly: "After being on the job for- several months, I've found out

that I really don't like working with a group. I'd rather work by-My-

self. Too bad I didn't know that before I took the job.-

Jim: "My dad always wanted me to be an architect, and so I took a

lot of courses in design and drafting. What a bore! A few months

ago I' started all over again in ornamental horticulture, since I've

always been interested in plants. My grades are better, and I don't

even mind studying now.-

(10) 2?



4

Alice: -l'ee been a secretary for three iears. Lately I've begun to
see that the thing I value most is being able to create something of
my own, like a painting or a piece of pottery. Maybe I should have
gone into art or design . . .

Doug: "I just failed the typingitest at my first job interview. When I
was having so much trouble in typing class, I should have realized
I couldn't make a living as a typist."

Bill. I wish I had taken a good look at myself before I rushed into
the first job that came along!

If Kelly, Jim, Alice, Doug, and Bill had spent some time get-
ting to know themselves before they chose an .occupation,
they could have saved themselves a lot of dissatisfaction and
unhappiness. What have their jobs taught them about them-.
selves? Well, Kelly found out that she likes to work by herself,
and not as part of a team or group. This is one of her work
preferences. Jim learned that his real interest is horticulture,
not architecture. Alice realized that she values being able to
create something of her very own, like a painting, and Doug
sees now that he has no ability in typing. Deciding on an oc-
cupation without knowing these kinds of things about your-
self is like shopping for a pair of shoes without knowing the
size you wear or the color you want.

SHOULDERS I'D LIKE A

'l06 WHERE THERE IS.

NO KEANY LIFTING.

LO LIKE TO

A JOB WHERE -'ALL
r0 KANE TO DO IS TELL

HE REST or THE tor.
WHAT TO 00!

aACiL, I
AGREE WITH

SHOULDERS.

WALLET CAME.) YOU

-0Ly5- I NEED TO
FED, DECIDE ON SNRETKINef

FEET A JOB WHERE.

THERE 1E wALKIAIO

ISN'T TOo BAD, ,BuT
ETANCENG'tb OUT.



There are four kinds of information that you should know
about yourself when you are getting ready to choose an
occupation:

your abilities
your interests
your work preferences
your values.

When you put these traits or characteristics together, they
form a picture of you as a worker. You'll be putting togetner a
picture of yourself in the first part of this booklet.

These four kinds of information 'can help you decide what
kind of work you'll be good at and enjoy most.

Your abilities are the things you do well. Can you fix things,
sew, play a musical instrument, type, or cook? In what sub-
jects do you make good gradesmath, English, art, busi-
ness physical education?

Your interests are the things you like and enjoy doing. What
are you interested in? What' are your hobbies? Do you enjoy
music or science, meeting people, selling things? Are you
happiest when working outdoors?

Your work preferences are the 'feelings you have about the
kinds of activities you do on the job and the conditions under
which you wor . Do you like to work alone or with other
people? Would you rather work with th;rigs or with ideas? Do
you like to be the boss, or carry out someone else's direc-
tions? Do you prefer a set routine, or a challenging job with

pew problems to solve almost every day?

Your values are the things that are important to you. Would
you prefer a job that pays a lot of money, or a job that pays
less bOt is more secure? What other things are important
to youresponsibility, independence, power, the good opin-
ions of others? Or do you value a job in which you can be cre-
ative, help others, or-add to the world's knowledge?

When you put these things together
as a person in the world of work.

29
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a.

b.

d.

A
Personal Traits

1
List the four kinds of information about yourself that you
should think about before choosing an occupation. Than de-
fine (describe) each one In your own words.

Kind of Information Definition..

2 Read each sentence and decide whether it states a person's
interests (I), work preferences (R), values (V), or abilities (A).
Then write the letter that describes the statement In the blank
in front of each line.

I like to work alone.

I like to work with plants.

I am very good with numbers.

I like to write stories.

I think the most important thing in life Is having lots of
money.

I can type 60 words per minute.

I can play the piano.

I Ilke sports.

I think having lots of friends is important.

I like to play thepiano.

I like to work with tools.

I would rather have a lowpaying job where I was certain
I wouldn't be laid off than a high- payingJob that might
last only a short time.

_ l would rather take orders, from someone arse than have
to make aslot of decisions myself.

I made straight As in shorthand.



How to Find Out about Yourself

Right now you're probably saying to yourself, "Okay. Every-
body has different abilities, interests, work preferences, and
values. But how do I find out these things about myself?'

Why not start by asking yourself? You know yourself batter
than anyone else does. Then check with people who know
you well and ask for their opinions. You can also get some
good information about your abilities and interests by look-
ing at your school records and test results. The information
you get from these sources can help you form a more com-
plete picture of yourself.

Be careful, though, not to accept everything yOu find out'
about yourself without question. Some people will tell you
what they think you want to hear, or what they wish were true_ .
Grades and test scores sometimes tell only half the story
you may have scored poorly on an important test because you
were nervous or sick, or made poor grades one year in school
because yovdidn't know then that you needed glasses.

Don't make 'excuses for yourself, howeveryou know your
shortcomings. But remember that your career choice should
be based on all the Information you can get about yourself.

Ask Yourself

You're the expert when it comes to you. You know more
about yourself than anyone else does, but you may know
yourself so well that you take your iriterests, skills, abilities,
and °ther personal traits for granted. If playing the guitar,
writing, or swimming Is easy for you; you may, not realize that
you have a talent that other people work hard to achieve (mas-.
ter). Taking the time to think about Your likes :Find dislIkek,
what you do well and what you don't, can pay off. The infor-
mation you find out will be useful in helping you decide on a
career.

fi

A good way to begir is with a self-inventorya written de-
scription of your abilities, interests, work preferences, and
values.
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Think about the things you've done in the. past that you've es-
pecially liked doing or really disliked. Ask yourself, "What
made these good or bad experiences for rne?" Was the task
too difficult, or so easy that it bored you? In school, what
subjects have you made good grades in? Now you're talking
about abilities. Did you enjoy a particular project because you
were working with other people as part of a team, or because
you were in charge and made the decisions? Are you happiest
when working alone, or with a particular group, like children,
adults, or the handicapped? These are examples of work
preferences.

To find out more about your values,. think back over some of
the decisions you've, made. Did you turn down a chance to
makesome money so you could play softball or go to a con-
cert? Did youvolunteer to help at a community center during
the holidays instead of getting a part-time job?

Your interests are perhaps the things you know best about
yourself. What are your hobbies? What section of the Sunday
paper ,do you read first: sports, fashion, news, or the movie.
section? When you have a day off, how do you spend your
time? What subjects do you most enjoy studying or learning
about?

These questions are some that only you can answer. Think
about them. You might learn a few things about yourself.



Ask People Who Know You IVell

You know things about yourself that no one else knows. But
other people may have noticed things about you that you take
for granted or aren't even aware of. Other people can be a very
good source of information because they see you differently
than you see yourself. Often their views can complete the pic-
ture you have of yourselflike filling in the missing pieces of
a puzzle.

Who should you ask for information about yourself? People
like parents, teachers, friends, and employers who know you
well can give you a worthwhile opinion. They may be able to
tell you some things even you don't know.

Look at the following examples.

.

Janet was never a particularly shy girl, but there were times when
she felt nervous and a bit uncomfortable meeting people. So she
was quite surprised when one of her teachers encouraged her to

apply for a job with the airlines. "Janet," her teacher had salde
"You have just the-personality for jobs serving the public. Your
friendliness really puts people at ease." After asking a few other

people, Janet found out that her nervousness was something only_

she could -seeother peoPle, like her teacher, saw her as a
friendly and confident person.

Bob thought he wanted to be a pharmacist and work in the family
drug store. All through school he worked hard to 'make good
grades in his science courses. Bob never considered being an
auto mechanic, until one Saturday afternoon when his best friend
said, "If You're so interested in pharmacy: how come.you apend

all yOur spare time tinkering with old car engines and reading Auto.

-Mechanics Weekly?
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Janet's teacher and Bob's friend were able to tell them useful
information "ebout themselves that \neither had realized
before. You'll notice, however, that Janet didn't accept what
her teacher said until she got a second \opinion. If Bob is
smart, he'll remember that interests are only part of the plc.
ture. As you'll read later, Bob's values, abilities, and work
preferences could make pharmacy a better career choice for
him, in spite of his interest In cars.

The thing to remember as you begin getting information
about yourself i3 to use several different sources of informa-
tion. For exarnr ,e, don't be convinced that you have no ability
in a certain area nn the baffle of just, one fact or opinion. You
may feet that y are not very good at math because your
grades in algelva are low. Your shop teacher, however, may
see you as having good numerical ability as he watches you
work with the math problems in mechanical drawing. People
like this, who know you well and see what you are capable of,
can give you an opinion that means something. They may see
things about yo.i that you yourself are not able to see. Try to
use what other people tell.you to get a more complete picture
of your abilities, and perhaps even your values and work pref.
erences. But use InforMation from others as only part of the
picture. The person vandichowe you best_ probably you!

Look at Your Grades and School Records

Where else can you get Information about yourself? Another
good place to look is your school recordsi they can give you a
good idea of your strong and weak areas. What are your
favorito subjects and why do you like them? Are those the
subjects you make your best grades in? Noticothe general dl.
rection yobr grades have taken in different subjects over the
past few years. If your grades in math have been Mostly A's
and B's, then ydu probably have an aptitude (natural talent)
for math.

One word of caution: Don't let your grades alone limit your
choice of careers. Although grades show how well you've
done In a course, they don't always show what you 'are capa-
ble of doing.1-lard work, new and goodeldeas, and real interest

can make the difference in whether you become good at
something, or just fair. Be realistic, though. Your grades and
your school records ought it, give you a good idea of where
your aptitudes and abilities lie.



Take Some Teets
a

Al through school you've been taking tests: tests. In the
cl sroom (such as quizzes, midterms, and final exams),
c levement tests (like the Florida eighth grade test), and col-

leg placement tests. You can use the results of tests like
these to give you an idea of what your aptitudes and abilities
are.

There are other kinds of tests you can take too, called interest
tests, that will give you Information to use In deciding on a ca-
rear. These tests help you figure out your interests and corn-
pare them to the Interests of people who are actually em-
ployed In a particular line of work. For Instance, If you like
helping people, you may want to go Into teaching or nursing.
If you're interested In taking one of these tests, see your
&dance counselor or visit your local Florida State employ
ment Service. Many of these tests are given free of charge.

Remember that tests, like 'other people's opinions, are only
one source of information. They should only be used to help
you find out more about yourself. Test results cannot tell you
what career to choope. But, when used together with other
sources of Inforrnatibn, they can help you get a more com-
plete picture of yoir abilities, Interests, values, and work
preferences.

You can't choose a career until you know who you are and
what you have to work with So use all the sources of Informa-
tion that are available:

yourself
other people who know you well
your grades and school records
tests. X
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What are four sources'of Information that you can use o find
out Information about yourself

a.

b.

0.

d.

2 Robert plans to go to engineering school after he graduates
from high school, and so he has been taking math and
science courses. His grades in these courses have never
been above C. On the other hand, he hasn't made below an A

in English and French in two years. If Robert asked you for ad
vice about what his grades mean and what he should do
about a career, what would you say?

3 Melinda is taking a drawing course through a correspon-
dance school. She receives her assignments through the
mail, does them, and sends them back. She has never met her
instructor. One day she gets some drawings back from the
school marked, "YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO TALENT FOR. \
ARTI" Melinda doesn't believe It Her parents and her friends
have told her several times that her drawings are good, and
she thinks they are, too. When her friend Jean asks her why
she isn't more upset, Melinda answers, "Ws important to Hs-
ten to what other people say about your talentsbut it's lust
as important that the person be someone who knows you wet'
and someone you trust to give you an honest opinion. The
correspondence school instructor has only seen two of my
drawings, and I've never seen anything she has done. How

can I rely on that one opinion?" Do you think Melinda was
right? Why?
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A
Stain. Your
Everyone has different abilities. Knowing what you do beet
will help you figure out which occupations you may want to
explore.

1
This chart shows some of the many kinds of abilities. For
each one listed, put a check (so) in the box that you think beat
describes your ability level. Then loOk at where your checks
are. They show what you think are your strongest abilities.
(Remember, you can also get information about your abilities
from tests, grades, and other people.)

Verbal

Able to understand and use
words and ideas In speaking
and writing

Numerical

Able to work with numbers ac-
curately and quickly _

Ref mining

Able to learn, to understand,
and to solve problems

Perception

Able to see differences or 31Mi-
levities in the things around you

C lnaitl

Very
Hi oh

High Average
Very
Low

Able to use feet, hands, and fin- El
gars easily and skillfully
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2 You probably have some 5x01$ and abilities not described in
the chart. What are they? What do you do well? Think about
idur hobbies and activities away from school, as well as your
school work. Some of the skills you've developed there could

be useful in certain types of work. Here are some examples:

photography

sharpshooting

sports

Wiling

writing

public speaking

working with people

mechanical ability

making plants grow

teaching

building things

organizing activities

Make a list of some of thsl things youyore do

(24)
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1
One way to think about occupations s in terms of *nether a
person spends most 01 his/her working with people,
things. or information, Mechanics find construction workers,
for example, spend most of their time working with things
and equipment. In other lobs, such as nursing or counseling,
most of the workday is spent working with people. Matherria.
licians, law clerks, bookkeepers, computer programmers, and
scientists work mainly with informationWis. figures, and
'does.

Of course, most Jobs involve all three people, things, and in.
formationbut in different amounts. With which of these
would you prefer to spend most of your time? Put 1 by the
one you'd like most, and a 3 by the one you'd like least,

heavy physical work
g for long periods

ending for tong periods
dangerous work

C extreme heat or extreme
cold

6.. having to work, overtime,
nights, or weekends

C high pressure work; mak.
ing important decision:
that affect many people

working with people

working with things

working with information
acts, figures. ideas)

2 Choose the work situation you prefer in each of the p
below by placing a chock (0. ) in the correct boxes,

doing something different *Very day
doing the some thing every day

taking orders frqm another person
giving directions to others

working alone most of the time
working with other people

Place a check (00) next to any of the following working condi
lions that you would dislike very muchso much that you
would probably turn down any lob that involved that type of
working condition.

C having to
C getting

greasy
all outside work
all Inside work

t" routine, unchangin
(doing the same
over and oven

ar a uniform loud noise or vibration
dirty or C traveling most of the time

_Ca working in a large city
working out in the country
working alone most of the
time
work in which deadlines
are always a part of the
lob

orking, condition that would

work
thing

other (Write any other
botheiyou a lot.)
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.lob security, Do
y one that I can count on?

WIMP

osi important you in a job? Since most people

work to won $ living, the pay is usually important. But a Cie

reef should give you more than money: it should fulfill (meet)

some of your personal needs or values, The fob values listed

below we ones many people find Important. Look them over,

and add any other ones you think of Then rate the values on

the list below by putting a check (e) In the column that

shows how you lee about them.

hob which Is

pat., l care a lot about wn

know abut me and my work?

Service to others, Do I want a job in which

can help other people?

Money. toes the amount of money I earn

mean a lot to me?

Personal satisfaction. Do want a job that
will give me a feeling of doing something

worthwhile?

p

Respect. Do I want people to admire and look

up to me?

Challenge. Do I iike solving new and difficult
problems? Do I like to work hard, to the limit

of my ability?

Creativity. Do l want to do work that depends

on my own new ideas?

Int-onset in knowledge. Do I want a job in

which 1 will discover new things?

Enjoyment. Does my work have to be fun?

Time. How important is it to me to have my

evenings and weekends freeno working

overtime?

Power. Do I want a job wh
decisions and be the boss?

it Mere IS something else that would be very

important to you in a job, write It here.)

4o



Self -Ti

Oldictive J

Date

Name four kinds of Information° about yourself that you
should usb in choosing an occupation.

I

2

3

4

Objective 2

List three ways to find out Information about yourself.

(29)



To make a wise decision about anything, you need to know.

what your choices are When making a decision about some-
thing as important as your future occupation, you'll want to s
spend time exploring the many different careers that are
open to you

In the first part, of this booklet, you learned
about the.kinds of information about yourself
that you need to help you choose an oc-
cupation.

In this section, you'll find out what kinds of
information you should get about the occupa
tions themselves.

Types ofinformation about Occupations

You really don't know much about an occupation until you
know the description of the job, the requirements far the job,
and the job future.

The job requirements are those things that you must have in
order to get a job, such as a certain amount of education or
training, special abilities? work experience, or special !icons
Ing. Special abilities are the skills needed for a particular cc-
cupationlike beihg able to read music to be a music teach-
er, or knowing sign language to work with the deaf: Special II-
&ming or certlf !Cation is required to work as a registered
nurse, a licensed plumber, an airplane pilot, or a truck driver.

(32)



Job requirements like these are important information to look
for when you are exploring an occupation. For instance, to be
an accountant you need a college degree and high numerical
ability. As a beginning auto mechanie you May be able to
learn the trade on the job, but you shOuld have mechanical
ability. Mechanics are also required to have a driver's license
and their own hand tools. In addition, work experience is
required for Many jobs,

The job description tells you 'about the occupation itself:
what the duties are, how much it pays, and what the working
conditions are like. For example, depending Can the particular
field of accounting, an accountant's duties may include
auditing books, preparing tax forms, or providing information
to help executives make business decisions. Experienced ac-
countants earned between $17,000 and $29,000 a year in 1974.
The working conditions are 'usually those of most, office
jobsindoors, working mainly with numbers and' infor-
mation.

The auto mechanic's duties usually include performing main-
tenance; locating the cause of mechanical problems; using
test equipment, tools, and manuals; and making repairs.
Earnings far a skilled mechanic working fpr a dealer averaged
about $7 an hour in 1974. Working conditions often include
long houis, handling greasy and 'dirty parts, and lifting heavy
objects.

The job future includes the employment outlook for an occu-
pation and the chances for advancement within the occupa-
tion. The employment outlook tells you whether the career
you want to prepare for will still need employees when you
finish your education and training. For example, employment
in space program occupations went down from 1.4 million
workers in 1963 to 750,000 workers In 1974. The employment
outlook is better for some occupations than others; for exam-

\ pie, auto mechanics and accountants will continue to be in
,demand.

The chances for advancement are the opportunities for mov-
ing up in a job. Experienced auto mechanics with leadership
ability can work up to service manager or shop manager. Ac-
countants have many chances for advancement to supervi-
sory or executive positions. Chances for advancement are
not good In all occupations, however. For example, power
truck operators have limited opportunities for advancement,
although a few operators may become supervisors.
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educatiori and/or training
special licenies or certification
special abilities
work experience

duties
employment outlook

salarY (pay)
chances for advancemen

working conditions

Types of Information
about Occupations

,r



Below are some words that you will come across as you
explore occupations, but the letters are all scrambled. Try
your luck at unscrambling them. Use the list below for clues.

Types of Inform. Ion Example

Job Requirements iducatien and/orgertiag,
special licertm or certification
special/Vaal
Iksiork experience

Job Description
salary (gaz)

Job Future employment &flock
chances for ni

KOOLTOU--

NlRAGNIT

CADEIJNIOT

CIEEPRXNEE

ESTUID

ILCESNSE

YPA
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Identify each of the following examples of Job ,information by,.
writing, in the type, of Intorthation it is -.job: t, Jobrequiremen
description, or job' future; The first one is answered for you.

Ion Example

ability (able to type 35 words per minute)

for advaribement (advance to manager in two year

working conditions (work outdoors)

education and/or training (high school diploma requir

pay (earn $9,700-$11,500 a year)

jOb outlook (need for workers In this care_ er. will decr

special licensee or certification (pilot's lieen d)

work experience (t year's work experience ne rded)



Name

Date

List three major types of job Information to collect before you
decide on an occupation and give an example of each type.

Type of Intomiation Example



How to Get Inforriation about 0
Just as there are many ways to_flnd out more about yourself;
there are many good sources of information about occupa4-
floe's. SOrpe sources, such as books and magazines, provide
more iinforniation than others..Workars inia0ocaupatiort can
tell yqp things aboUt their-jobs that you may notbe able to'.,
find obt anyWhere,else. Materials distributed by stite:or
groups and agencies are good sources of up-to-date !Norma-,
tion about Jobs, In your area. As yoU can see, yoU'll get more,
complete Information about an occupation If you use
many, different sources as possible. Here are some good
ways to find out about an occupation.

Talk with people who work in that occupation. If you don't
know anyone to talk to, maybe your parents or friends do. Ask
them to Introduce you.

Ask Our guidance counselor or occupation I pe
Information about different occupations.

Observe workers on the Job. This is a great ay to find out
what the work Is really like In a particular occupation.

Think about your own work experionC,O; What kinds of jobi
the People; you've worked. with ,done?' For exartiPle

you...WOrk as:At:part-time receptionist In a doctor's cifflo
you've seen some of the dulleif that, doctors end
perform.

49

111 lOyers who hire workers In the Occupations
that YOU/Ste _In forested In. They are a good ,source of first-
hand Inforrit!tion.



Read about oc upations. Ask the librarian in your school or
city library to show you some books and magazines about dif-
ferent occupations. For example, Worklite and the Occupa-
tional Obtlook Quarterly are two magazines that have articles
about occupations.

25

Talk to members and offIcers of different ade unions.

Write to professional groups for Information about particu-
lar occupations. For example, If you are Interested In becom-
ing a barber, write to the National Association lof Barber
Schools. There's a list of helpful addresses on page 102.
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dpeolow-

Readiseg about 0

Books and magazines are excellent sources of occupational
information. Mott schools and public libraries have reference
materials in which you, can look up4ifferent occupations. It',
your instructor doeon't have copies of these, ask your sch
librarian, guidanie counselor, or Occupational specialist
help you get copies. Here are three printed sources of occu-
pational information that can be found in many schools:

r:/ciupatIonal Outlook Handbook
a' Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Project VIEW.

Contained In these materials are the job description, the lob
requirements, and, the Job future of almost any career you
want to learn about. These references are handy and easy to
use, with all information you need in one place. In addi-
tion to occupational information, each one contains a list of
other sources that you can use, or write for, to get more infor-
mation about a particular occupation.

The Dictionary of. Occupational Titles and OccupationarOut
look Handbook are booki; Project VIEW is a set of cards you
use with a viewer. The occupational specialist and School'
librarian can help you get copies of these materials and show-
you how to use them. If your aChool does not have these re
'Broncos, ask If they have other sources of information abou
occuPationitthat you can use. Here's what these source-
contain.

The dictionary of Occupational .Thles is printed by U.S. De-
partment of Labor: It describes about 35,000, jobs,' using
code number to tell about each job in terms of type of wo
performed, worker requirements, training rdquired, physicaV
demands and working conditions. Your school' library
ably has a copy.

The Occupational Outlook Handbook Is shown In the um- e

pies on page 49 and on page 82. This book Is *fellable In
many school libraries, too. The student In the following activi-
ty used it to get information about drafting as an occupation.
You'll be using the Occupational Outlook Handbook to, do the
activity on the next few pages.

The letters in, Project VIEW stand for Vital Information f
Education and Work. It is Made up of several decks of card
that have been photographed On flint The print on the film
very sinalLand' can only be read, through a viewer collet
reader. Eacii cirdcontains Information about an occupationt,



including a job description, job requirefients, and required
education or training. Because them ads are updated on a
regular basis, they provide current nforrnation about occupa-
tions. Ask your school librarian c). occupational specialist if
your school has a set.

Some schools have shadowing programs, which provide
students an opportunity for observing workers on the
job. More than a class field trip to a job site, shadowing
allows a selected student to spend extended. time
sometimes as much as a week or morewith Workers
employed !Ft ' occupation that the student Is interested
in. Studen. 41tating In thttse prOgrame can !see
firsthand the outlets performed, the working conditions,
and the daily activities of workers In a chosen career.

27
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Drew Lyons tikes to draw and thinks he might be Interested In
becoming a drafter. He got copy of the Oodupatlonal Out,
look Handbook and looked up drafter in the index in the back,
Then he read the article about drafters and used the Inform*
tion he found to fill out the Exploring Occupations Worksheet
on page 51. (This worksheet is simply a form on which you
can conveniently write the Information you find about an
occupation.)

In this activity, you'll see how Drew used the Occupational
Outlook Handbook to fill out the worksheet. You'll need to
know how so that you can fill out your own Exploring Occupa-
tions Worksheet on two other occupations later in this
booklet.

Mont 3W

1
Read the information about drafters on these pages. (They're
taken from the Occupational Outlook Handbook.) Each of the
circled numbers (0 to 0 ) on these pages Is written next
to certain kinds of important Information about drafters.

2
Read the sample Exploring_ Occupations Worksheet that
Drew filled out on page 51,

3
Write the circled number from the Occupational Outlook
Handbook next to the area on the Exploring Occupations
Worksheet where Drew wrote that information. OD has al
ready been written for you next to "Title of occupation to be
explored.")

The circled numbers show the information that Drew used to
fill Out his worksheet. WriteLthe circled number on the Ex.
ploring Occupations Worksheet wnere Drew wrote the In.
formation.
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS WORKSHEET

Studen Nam.

Title of occupation to be explored .42742:;_

Date ,44V /9

31

7

List the names of books or other materials used. or persons interviewed

OA/ 0 el Da

J n
I ,

What education and /or training Is needed?

List ny special abilities needed (verbal, numerical, mechanical, etc.)

X.47Pee

Do you need a license or special certificate to do this work?

List any other requirements for this occupation

Job Description

What are the Cut

sAeg*/ oPea.recr
CARRV O(11 rwe

Check (..) the kinds of Interests that are related to this occupation. (Thle question may be omitted If the Information
is not available.)

Z"-artistic
C clerical

e-computational 0 literary
mechanical 0 musical

0 outdoor
Z.-scientific

Check (0.) any special working conditions associated with this occupation.

gr'routine, unchanging work
C work that changes a lot
0 work under supervision
O work without supervision
.0 wont mostly with others

work mostly alone

perSuasIve
O social service

very little movement 0 high pressure wont
heavy'physical work 0 much travel

O dangerous work Dail insidework
0 nIghtor weekend work _ -loud noise - --

O extreme heat or cold
O get dirty or greasy

Does the occupation have any other special working conditions? Describe hem.r../..x/r4r7 WORK.

What is the pay or pay range for this occupation? I$4 0 .7. df /000

Job Future

What are the chances for advancement wIth.n this cup on?

eying employed In this occupation (employment outlook)?%gut are

61900.

in Your

What are um mijor a vantagesmajor of this occupation? Veu e. A/

Chances for

A

006.1.4) zoVergtflotir se_
A -A . DelSAre-

y_c-A4% tom .g.echerSe /4/0 Ned et,SAARV.

What-are the major disadvantages of this occupati
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Check your work here.

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS WORKSHEET

Student's Name (21/ Date MA y /9 7 7

Title of occupation to be explored

List the names of books or other materials used, or persons interviewed

-0Zaplit./LIUCD11,4010 AZOSOOK

Job Requirements

What education andlor training Is needed?

;List y special abilltles needed (verbal, numerical, mechanical, etc.

Do you need a license or special certificate to do the

List any other requirements for this occupation

ob Description

he duties

4.11. Cik.4770443

work?

V

Check (..) the kinds of interests hat are related to this occupation. (This question may be

Is not available.)

ZiFartist lc
0 clerical

re-computational 0 literary
WrnecDanical 0 musical

0 outdoor
Q--3clentific

Check (r) any special working conditions associated with this occupation.

atioutine, unchanging work
O work that changes a lot
O work under supervision

work without supervision
O work mostly with others
O work mostly alone

IP-leery little movement
O heavy, physical work
O dangerous work
O night or weekend work
O extreme heat or cold
O get dirty or greasy

if the information

O perstiasivs
O 30011 service

O high pressure wo
0 much travel
0'111 inside work
O loud noise

Does the occupation have any other special working conditions? Donn hem-

Aid

What lathe pay or pay range for

Job Future

What are the chances for advancement within this Occupation?

chancel for staying employed in this occupation (employment outlook)

AVNILO
I.A =1

In Y

What are the major advantages of thisoccupation?

S2c ediiirdriA/21.1.

What are the major disadvantages of this occupation?
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Tai dng about Occupations

You can get some good, concrete facts about an occupation
by reading the Occupational Outlook Handbook, the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles, and Project VIEW. However, to
get information about Jobs you don't find listed, or to find out
more about the Job duties, employment opportunities, or sal.
ary in your state, you'll need to look elsewhere.

One of the best ways to find out more about a particular occu-
pation is to talk with someone who does that kind of work or
supervises workers in that area These tips can help-you set
up and conduct a good Interview with such a person.

1. Always be polite.
2. Telephone for an appointment. Make sure that it is a

good time for the person you are Interviewing.
3. Write down the questions you plan to ask and take

them with you.
4. Introduce yourself.
5. Tell the person why you are Interested in finding out

about his/her occupation.
6. Take along a pad and pencil and write down the an-

swers to each question you ask.
7. Thank the person.

After the interview, fill out an Exploring Occupations Work-
sheet on that occupation. (Theresare extra copies at the back
of this booklet.) Use the notes you took at the interview to
help you Ail it out Keep this worksheet and the other informa-
tion you gather about occupations in one place. Then you'll
have your own collection of information about the occupa-
tions you're interested in.
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What a

6.000.
1"/
In Your Opinion

What are en* major advantages of

chances 1_ taylng employed in this occupation (employ
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ant outlook)?
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What -are the major disadvantages of this occupati
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What are the chances for advancement within this occupation

he chancel"' forstaying employed In this occupation (employment outlook)

fir Lo

A
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vantages of this occupation

What r disadvantag of, this occupation
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